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It is important to understand the Arthur hierarchy. Think of it like a waterfall, if something is put at the top, it filters 
down.

Property
— 

The property is the highest level of Arthur’s hierarchy. The property contains the rentable unit. 
Properties may or may not be managed by the person that manages the unit. 


Any information added here is available at unit and tenancy level 

(i.e. both the property manager and the tenant have access to the information provided that 
the manager has given the relevant permissions).

Examples
         When managing a single-let house, consider the property as the ground the house stands on, with the house being the unit.

 
When managing a house with individually let rooms, the house is the property. Whereas, the rooms are the unit. 


When managing a block of flats, the block is the property. The flats within the block are the units.

Unit
— 

A unit in Arthur is something that contains a tenancy. 
As discussed, a property may contain one unit or several. 


Any information filed here is available at tenancy level (i.e. available to the tenant 

provided that the property manager has given the relevant permissions).

Examples

Examples

In a house with individually let rooms, each room is a unit


In a block where flats are rented, each flat is a unit

Tenancy
— 

A tenancy in Arthur is reflective of your tenancy 
agreement in real life. The tenancy is directly related 

to the rentable unit. 


Any information added at tenancy level 
can be viewed by all the tenants that 

are part of that tenancy

Examples

A long-lease holder 


An AST
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As a Rent-to-Rent (R2R) Landlord utilising Arthur and Xero, there are a few things you must be aware of:

Your Set-Up and What it Means to Arthur

Statements 

You will be only using the Tenant Rent Statement and you 
may use the Contractor handle transactions between both 
stakeholders. In Arthur, we have a Property Owner 
Statement, but this is only applicable when you manage 
properties on behalf of others. 

a. Your Rental Type 

On Arthur, we have Direct Rent and Rent Charge. As 
you are a Rent-to-Rent Landlord you MUST select 
Direct Rent. Setting a default rental type is outlined here
— 
https://www.arthuronline.co.uk/knowledgebase/how-to-set-the-
default-rent-collection-type/

b. 



Relationship to Xero
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It is important to remember that Arthur only represents an element of Xero. For example, Arthur will post information into Xero 
regarding rents, disbursements, commissions, etc., but the information is only part of the overall picture which represents true 
position of the business.

The general principal of the integration can be separated between tenant, contractor and property owner.

Tenant


Arthur generates rent and associated tenant charges and 
these are posted to Xero as Sales invoices. 

In Xero, tenants are created as Customer Accounts (linked to 
their tenancy ID e.g. TE1000).

Contractor

Arthur generates contractor charges and these are posted to 
Xero as bills.  

Contractors are recognised as Supplier Accounts. 

Property Owner

Arthur will not generate transactions when it comes 
to paying the “true” Property Owner. 

This will be set up as a repeating bill in Xero linked 
to a Supplier account.



Tenancy



Select + Add followed by Transaction

Populate the information as following — 

Select Transaction Type use the filter to select the appropriate transaction type for what you are charging

Populate Transaction Description, Date, Amount Net and VAT accordingly

Adding a Tenancy
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For information on how to add a tenancy, follow this link — 
https://www.arthuronline.co.uk/knowledgebase/adding-a-tenancy/ 

Just a few things to note:

On Screen 3- Tenant Details, within the recurring charge under Type 
make sure to select Direct Rent

Adding a Recurring 
 

If there are any additional recurring charges that you would like to add to a tenancy throughout their journey, this is easily possible. 
This could be used, for example, schedule a recurring cleaning charge.

Locate the relevant tenancy, select Recurring Charges on the far right

Select + Add Recurring Charges

Populate the information as following —

Repeating is to select the frequency that the transaction will generate

For the period represents which period of time this transaction relates to e.g. you could have a charge generated in November 
for the period 1st to 31st of December

Ending will dictate when the recurring charge will stop

Transaction Type to select which charge you want to create

Expected Payment Date is when the charge is expected to be paid (or date you usually receive payment) after this date the 
charge will become overdue

Adding a One-off Charge

If there are any additional charges that you would like to add after creating a tenancy, this is easily possible. 
Examples include:

Check-out fee Late-rent fee

To do this, follow the steps outlined below:

Locate the relevant tenancy, select Statement on the far right


For information on how to add a recurring, follow this link — 
https://www.arthuronline.co.uk/knowledgebase/how-to-add-recurring-charges-updated-version/ 



Unit & Property



Note: Ensure to use tracking categories as noted above

Unit & Property 
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Arthur’s integration to Xero creates tracking codes for Units and Properties that all you to generate reports per property or unit. 
Whenever you are logging a business expense related to your properties and units, utilise the Tracking Categories Properties and 
Units and find the relevant property and unit created in Arthur. 

For a guide on using tracking codes in Xero, follow this link — 
https://central.xero.com/s/article/Track-transactions?userregion=true#Tracknewtransactions

Property Owners (paying the “true” Property Owner) 
 
No Deduction
If there are any additional recurring charges that you would like to add to a tenancy throughout their journey, this is easily possible. 
This could be used, for example, schedule a recurring cleaning charge.

For a guide on creating repeating bills in Xero, follow this link — 
https://central.xero.com/s/article/Add-repeating-bills-or-copy-bills

Deductions
If there is a circumstance where you must make a deduction to the payment to the owner. This is achieved through adding a credit 
note in Xero, then applying it the bill that generates before reconciling in Xero. 

For a guide on how to add and apply credit notes in Xero, follow this link — 
https://central.xero.com/s/article/Add-repeating-bills-or-copy-bills



Contractors & Expenses 



Within Contractor Charge, enter the amount the contractor is charging you in Amount Net

Filter Paid To/By to the Tenant 

Within Amount Net enter the amount you are recharging to the tenant 

Note: To Add a mark-up (an amount of profit made by charging to the tenant a higher fee than the contractor charged you) simply 
input a higher amount in the paid to/by section than the amount added in the contractor charge section.

Select + Add followed by Transaction

Select Related, utilise the search function and select the Tenancy

Select Transaction Type filter to Disbursement Charge (Recharge) and tick box Create additional transaction for Contractor

Select Contractor and filter to the correct contractor 

Select + Add followed by Transaction

Select Related utilise the search function and select the appropriate Property, Unit or Tenancy

Select Transaction Type filter to Disbursement Charge (Recharge)

Filter Paid To/By to Contractor

PM Raising 
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If your contractor is not using Arthur, you will be required to add transactions.

Issuing a Contractor Bill 

 

Populate Transaction Description, Date, Amount Net and VAT

Recharging to a Tenant
In Arthur, it is possible to recharge the transaction towards the Tenant. 

If it is related to a workorder, select the appropriate one within Work Order

Handling Property Expenses 
 
 Since you are a rent-to-rent landlord, our best practise is to handle property expenses in Xero. This is because Arthur’s financial 
module is designed with tenancy management in mind. 
Examples include:

R2R payments General Maintenance 

For a more in depth understanding of how contractors are dealt with on Arthur click on the link —  
https://www.arthuronline.co.uk/knowledgebase/how-to-handle-contractor-invoices/

Ensure paid to/by is set to Tenant



Advanced Usage



Tenant


Creating Custom Analysis Codes 
 
Using Arthur, it is possible to set-up custom transaction types. This provides you with the ability to become more granular 
with your financial set-up. For example, Arthur has a transaction type called Sundry Charge that refers to any Sundry 
Income. However, you could choose to create a custom charge for cleaning income, call-out income etc. 

Select Financials followed by Go to Xero Screen, then Mapping Accounts

Locate your newly created analysis code from the list in the column Arthur Accounts, in the corresponding Xero Account column, 
utilise the dropdown to find an appropriate nominal code to map to in Xero

Once you create these charges, you must map them to Xero. Instructions outlined below:

For a basic guide on how to add custom codes, follow the following link — 
https://www.arthuronline.co.uk/knowledgebase/understanding-analysis-codes-and-setting-up-custom-ones/ 

Outlined below is how to set-up scenarios for your set-up
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Examples include: 




When following the guide, within…

Charging the Tenant

Late Rent Fee Utilities Charge

Type = Charge
Debit or Credit = Debit
Paid To/By = Tenant
Statement = Tenant Rent Statement
Opposite Type = Tenancy Receipt

Examples include: 




When following the guide, within…

Crediting the Tenant

Rent Refund Repair Correction

Type = Charge
Debit or Credit = Credit
Paid To/By = Tenant
Statement = Tenant Rent Statement


Examples include: 




When following the guide, within…

Payment from Tenant

Rent Recievable Rent Deposit Receivable 

Type = Receipt 
Debit or Credit = Credit
Paid To/By = Tenant
Statement = Tenant Rent Statement (if related to deposits 
should be “deposit statement”)



Using Xero



Reconciling Transactions

This is the process of matching your bank statement to the transactions created in your accounting package to confirm the 
validity of each transaction raised in your accounting records.

Open Xero, select Reconcile XX Items on your chosen bank account

The left column is your bank statement, the right column lists transactions yet to be reconciled in your Xero. Any transactions that 
have an equal value to the bank line will show as a suggested reconciliation (see below)
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This is only used when the value of the bank line is the same as the transaction.

If the invoice showing is not the correct one, select X Other Possible Matches Found and locate your invoice from 
the drop down 

One-to-one Reconciliation



Batch Reconciliation

Open Xero, select Reconcile XX Items on your chosen bank account

Utilise the search to find the appropriate transactions and tick the checkbox followed by Reconcile 
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This is used when one bank line is used to pay off multiple transactions – for example, payments from the council.

Locate your bank line, select Find and Match to the corresponding reconciliation scenario on the right-hand side



Open Xero, select Reconcile XX Items on your chosen bank account

Utilise the search function to locate the correct transaction, tick the correct checkbox followed by Split, 
enter the value and select OK
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This refers to a scenario where a tenant may underpay their rent.

Locate your bank line, select Find and Match to the corresponding reconciliation scenario on the right-hand side

Part Payment

Following this, select Reconcile



Within From, utilise the search and enter the tenant’s details

Select Received As and filter to Overpayment

Overpayment of Rent

Open Xero, select Reconcile XX Items on your chosen bank account

Utilise the search to find the appropriate invoices and tick the checkbox followed by New Transaction and utilise 
the dropdown to select Receive Money

This refers to a scenario where a tenant may overpay their rent, or you are receiving a holding deposit.

Locate your bank line, select Find and Match to the corresponding reconciliation scenario on the right-hand side

Note: If you are handling a Holding Deposit, DO NOT select an invoice, but immediately following Find and Match complete the 
previous step. 

Select Save Transaction followed by Reconcile 

The overpayment will synchronise back to Arthur as an unallocated tenancy receipt. You will then be able to allocate this 
to any other charges that Arthur generates on the same statement. 
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Undoing a Payment 

This should be used in a scenario where you have incorrectly reconciled a charge and you want to undo it.

Go to the relevant bank in Xero and select the Account Transactions tab

Tick the boxes of the transactions you would like to undo and then select Remove and Redo
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Sync Arthur and Xero

Batch Undo



Individual Undo

Utilise the search function in Xero to find the appropriate invoice 
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Select Less Payment within the invoice, followed by Remove and Redo within Options

Sync Arthur and Xero



Best Practise for Voiding Transactions

If you have entered an invoice incorrectly, you are able to void the item to potentially re-enter it. However, special attention 
needs to be paid as to how you void transactions, as this has an impact on the way the items are synced. 

If the transaction has not been synced to Xero, void the transaction in Arthur. If the transaction has synced to Xero, there are 
two different scenarios. 
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Paid 

If the invoice has been paid, utilise Remove and Redo as 
described above to disassociate the payment from the 
payment. Following this, within the invoice, select Invoice 
Options followed by Void.

1. Unpaid

If the invoice is unpaid, locate the invoice and select 
Invoice Options followed by Void.

2. 



Locate the Credit Note utilising the search function in Xero

Towards the bottom of the screen locate Make a cash refund. 
Within this section, within Date enter the date the refund was issued, within Paid To utilise the dropdown to 
select the relevant bank and within Reference choose a description

Once you are satisfied, select Add Refund
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Issuing a Refund

To issue a refund, you must first create a credit note in Arthur. Follow for more in depth processes. 

Refunding a Tenant — 
https://www.arthuronline.co.uk/knowledgebase/refunding-with-xero/  

Refunding a Contractor — 
https://www.arthuronline.co.uk/knowledgebase/how-to-reconcile-when-refunded-by-a-contractor-xero-users/


